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ON COLLECTIONS OF SUBSETS CONTAINING
NO 4-MEMBER BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

PAUL ERDÖS AND DANIEL KLEITMAN

Abstract. In this paper, upper and lower bounds each of the

form c2"/n1/4 are obtained for the maximum possible size of a col-

lection Q of subsets of an n element set satisfying the restriction

that no four distinct members A, B, C, D of Q satisfy A \JB = C and

AC\B = D.
The lower bound is obtained by a construction while the upper

bound is obtained by applying a somewhat weaker condition on Q

which leads easily to a bound. Probably there is an absolute con-

stant c so that

max | Q | = c2"/n1/4 + o(2»/n1/4)

but we cannot prove this and have no guess at what the value of c is.

1. Introduction. A collection of square free natural numbers which

contains no four distinct integers a, b, c, d satisfying I.e.m (a, b)

= c, g.c.d (a, b)=d naturally corresponds to a collection of sets of

prime factors such that no four A, B, C, D satisfy AVJB = C, and

A(~\B=D. Bounds on the maximal size of the latter kind of collection

thus lead to bounds on the former and hence (see Erdös, Sarközi and

Szemerédi [l]) to bounds on sums taken over such collections.

In this paper we derive such bounds, which are of the form c2"/w1/4.

Analogous results for the corresponding problem when the integers

are not required to be square free are indicated. This case corresponds

to a collection C of sequences of integers of length n (Sx, 52, • • • , Sn)

satisfying SiE(S max),-, such that C contains no four distinct se-

quences {S\}, {SÏ}, {$}, {St} with Max (SJ, 5?)=5f, Min (S], S2)
=5? for all*.

2. Upper bound. Let Ç be a collection of subsets of an n element

set 5 which satisfies the restriction that no four members A, B, C, D

of Q satisfy A VJB = C and A (~\B = D.
Then, if T is any subset of S and W, X, Y, Z are distinct and

satisfy IFC^CF, YCZCS-T it is not possible that WJ Y, XVJ Y,
WKJZ and X\JZ are all in Q as

(X \J Y) r\ (W W Z) = W \J Y,    (X \J Y) KJ (W yj Z) = X KJ Z.
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In consequence of this fact, if Xu X2, ■ ■ ■ , Xk and Yx, Y2, ■ • • , Ym

are all distinct and the X's and F's are both totally ordered by inclu-

sion with XiEXkET and YiEYmES— T, there cannot be two X's

and two F's whose four unions (X.AJ Y,) are all in Q. Thus, if we

define the zero-one matrix M a such that ÄftJ = l when XiKJYjEQ

and Mij = 0 otherwise, My cannot contain a 2X2 submatrix all of

whose entries are 1. The total number of entries of My which are 1

is the number of members of Q of the form X¡\J Y¡.

The general question of the maximal number Mu(k, m), of +1

entries in a kXm matrix containing no tXs submatrix all of whose

entries are 1 is a well-known problem of Zarankiewicz [2] and [ó];

in the case arising here ¿ = 5 = 2, a good bound is a known result due

to (Reiman [3]); namely

M22(k, m) g f[¿ -f- (k2 + im(m - 1)*)*'«],

M22(k,m) g \[m + (m2 + ik(k - i)»)-"*].

We may apply this result to the problem at hand by partitioning

the subsets of T and of S— T into blocks each totally ordered by

inclusion. For each pair of blocks F, G of subsets of T and S—T

respectively, we may apply the result above to deduce that no more

than M22(f, g) members of Q can consist of the union of a member of

F with one of G (where/ and g are the number of members of F and

G respectively).

The maximal size of Q is therefore no more than

(2) £ pT(f)Ps-T(g)M22(J, g)
f.a

where pr(f) and ps-r(g) represent the number of blocks in the par-

titions of the subsets of T and oi S—T having respectively/ and g

members.

It may be noticed that this bound makes use of a condition some-

what weaker than the original condition on Q. We only here exclude

one of four subsets A, B, C, D from Q when AKJB = C and AC\B =D

if C — ACT and C—BCS—T or vice versa, for some fixed subset

T of 5. Moreover the exclusion is only effective if both CC\T and

DC\T be in the same block in the partition of the subsets of T into

blocks each totally ordered by inclusion, and similar remarks hold

for Cl~\S—T and DC\S—T. In general the restriction will differ for

differing choices of T. Families which are invariant under changes of

T which maintain its size, are those which contain all members of

each of several sizes. For such families the restriction obtained for

each T of fixed size are all the same.
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We here choose | T\ = [w/2]. Below we take « divisible by 4 for

notational convenience.

It is well known that the subsets of an n/2 element set can be

partitioned into CJ/4) blocks each block totally ordered by inclusion.

Moreover the number of such blocks of size 2q+l can be made equal

tO (n/i+q) — (n/i+a+l)-

We may therefore set

/    n/2    \      /        n/2        \
(3)      pTi2q + 1) = ps_T(2q + D = (       '        ) - (    .      '      ,  J

\w/4 + q/       \n/4 + q + 1/

in expression (2) above. It is not possible to partition the subsets

into as many blocks that are less regular in size. It can be seen from

the expression (1) for Mn(f, g) that the size restriction (2) is maxi-

mally restrictive when block sizes are maximally unequal, so that

this partition will be the most useful for our purposes.

If, instead of subsets of an n element set we were concerned with

collections of sequences (Sx ■ • • Sn) of integers satisfying S.Ç5,-

max for each i, we could proceed in the same manner. If the indices

lx ■ ■ ■ n were divided into two blocks, F and T', sequences restricted

to blocks F and T' play the role played above by subsets of F and of

S—T. If such sequences are divided into totally ordered blocks under

the natural orderings ( {5} á {t} if s< í¡ i< for all i) the results are

identical to those given above, namely the size of Q can be no greater

than

Zpr(f)pT<g)M2,(f,g)
f.»

where now pr(f) (and similarly prig)) represents the number of

totally ordered blocks of sequences restricted to F having / members

in a partition of all such sequences into such blocks. This limitation

can be estimated by the same means used for the subset case.

Straightforward manipulation of (2) and (3) yields that an upper

bound on the size of our family is

"£2( n/2 W£( n/2 ))

3_o    \»/4 + q) \ m_o \«/4 + m))

which quantity behaves as c02nn~1,i.

3. Lower bound. We can construct collections Q satisfying the

constraint under consideration here as follows. If A, B, C, D are

distinct and satisfy A\JB = C, AC\B=D, they must also satisfy the

conditions:
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\A\  + \B\   =  \C\  + \D\,        \C\   >  \A\,     \B\   >  \D\.

Thus if we construct a collection of subsets, each of which contains

mi elements for some i, the collection will satisfy our constraint if the

mi's satisfy mi-\-mj9£mk-\-mi for mi^mk, m^mi.

It is known [S] that there is a sequence of integers l = ui< • ■ •

<uk<n112, k= (l+o(l))»1/4 satisfying Ui+u,?¿ur-\-u.. Set mt

— [n/2]+ut. Clearly mi+mj¿¿mr+m,. Let S satisfy |S| =n, and let

Q be the collection of all subsets of 5 having m¡ elements for all

1 = 1, 2, • ■ ■ , k. Clearly no four elements of Q satisfy A\JB = C,

AC\B=D and further

161   " tO >4Ofe'(h/2] + [»"•])

i(,+°<i)»«",([„/2] ![,,.])

> c2»/w1/4

which establishes our lower bound.

Analogous results may be obtained by use of the same arguments

in the case of sequences of integers mentioned earlier in the paper.
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